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Abstract
Although parties focus disproportionately on favourable issues in their election
campaigns, it is also the case that parties spend much of the ‘short campaign’ addressing the same issues – and especially salient issues. This is surprising from the
perspective of the theoretical literature, which has focused on parties’ incentives
to campaign on ‘owned issues’ in order to increase the importance voters attach
to these issues. We explain this behaviour by proposing that parties face an additional incentive to emphasise issues that are salient to voters: the need to clarify
their positions on these issues for sympathetic voters. Leveraging the surprise election victory of the British Conservative Party in 2015—which prompted a hitherto
unexpected referendum on EU membership—we show that, consistent with this
hypothesis, voter uncertainty is especially costly for parties on salient issues. We
formalise this argument using a model of party strategy with endogenous issue
salience.
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Introduction

A vast body of work on what might variously be described as ‘heresthetics’, ‘issue competition’, ‘saliency theory’ or ‘issue ownership theory’ has argued that parties primarily
compete by drawing voters’ attention to particular issues, in an effort to alter the dimensions on which they are evaluated.1 This line of research argues that parties typically
“talk past each other”, with each party focusing on the issues on which it is advantaged in
order to increase the salience of these issues to voters. To date, researchers have amassed
considerable evidence from a wide range of countries that parties do focus disproportionately on issues that favour them.2 However, the incentives described in these studies
cannot entirely explain issue selection by parties in campaigns. In particular, contrary
to the expectations of saliency or ownership theory, it is well-established that parties
actually spend much of their campaigns focusing on the same issues as each other – and,
in particular, on issues which are already salient to voters.3 As noted by Sigelman and
1

Prominent examples of this work include Budge and Farlie (1983), Riker (1993),

and Petrocik (1996). Relatedly, a large empirical and experimental literature on the
importance of “priming effects” argues that political advertising has a significant effect
on voters’ issue priorities (Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Krosnick and Kinder 1990).
2
For instance, Green and Hobolt (2008) observe that during the 2005 British elections, both Labour and the Conservatives campaigned predominantly on their respective
‘owned’ issues. Other studies with similar findings for other countries include Druckman,
Jacobs, and Ostermeier (2004), Green-Pedersen and Mortensen (2010), Vavreck (2009),
and Sio and Weber (2014).
3
This has been particularly noted in U.S. presidential and congressional campaigns
(Aldrich and Griffin 2003; Sigelman and Buell 2004; Kaplan, Park, and Ridout 2006;
Sides 2006), but has also been observed in multiparty contexts like Austria and Denmark
(Green-Pedersen and Mortensen 2010; Meyer and Wagner 2015). For instance, when
analysing presidential campaigns in the U.S., Sigelman and Buell (2004) found that both
candidates spoke on the same issue, on average, a staggering 73% of the time.
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Buell (2004), there is “no shortage of explanations for why issue convergence is such a rare
commodity in American campaigns. Perhaps surprisingly, though, there is a shortage of
convincing evidence that issue convergence really is a rare commodity (p. 651).”
We propose a unified explanation for why parties tend to disproportionately focus
on issues that favour them, while also spending much of their campaigns discussing the
same issues as each other, especially when these issues are particularly salient to voters.
We suggest that the extent to which a party emphasises an issue can have two effects
on voters: it may influence the salience of the issue for voters, but it may also influence
voters’ certainty regarding the party’s position on the issue. Based on this observation,
we propose one reason parties may choose to engage with voters on issues where their
position is unpopular with a majority of voters: clarifying their position on such issues
for the benefit of potentially sympathetic voters. It is of critical importance for a party
to inform these voters about its positions on salient issues, because voters may be wary of
casting ballots for the party when they do not know its stance on such issues. We suggest
that this ‘clarity incentive’ to discuss already salient issues coexists and competes with
parties’ more studied incentive to address and emphasise the issues on which their policy
positions are popular. We contend that the combined effect of these incentives may
explain why we observe parties directing voters’ attention to issues where their positions
are more popular, while simultaneously being compelled to emphasise issues on which
voters’ attention is already focused.
This account is consistent with a sizable literature arguing that the more uncertain a
voter is about candidate positions, the less likely she is to support the candidate (Alvarez
1998).4 We present new evidence in support of this claim. We leverage the surprise general
election victory of the Conservative Party in the United Kingdom in May 2015, which
prompted a hitherto unexpected referendum on Britain’s membership of the European
Union (EU), as an exogenous shock to the salience of the issue of EU membership in
4

For other studies that argue similarly, see Enelow and Hinich (1981), Bartels (1986),

and Ezrow, Homola, and Tavits (2014).
3

British public opinion. Using individual-level panel data from Britain between March
2014 and July 2016, we show that an individual was less likely to vote for a party if
uncertain about its position on the EU membership – but this tendency is much stronger
after the May 2015 election, and the resulting increase in the salience of the EU issue. This
adds credence to the notion that voters are more inclined to punish parties if uncertain
about their positions on salient issues.5
Using a formal model, we show that incorporation of this ‘clarity’ incentive into a
model of party strategy with endogenous issue salience can explain why parties may
campaign on unfavourable issues, and especially when these issues are salient to voters.
In our model, parties take distinct policy positions on two issues and strategically choose
which issues to emphasise in order to maximise their vote share. There are two reasons
for a party to emphasise an issue. First, emphasising an issue increases the proportion
of voters that considers the issue important, which may be advantageous to a party if its
position on the issue is relatively popular. Second, there is the ‘clarity incentive’. That
is, emphasising an issue increases the proportion of voters that are aware of the party’s
position on the issue. This benefits the party electorally because voters are less inclined
5

Our argument that individuals are less inclined to vote for a party if they are un-

certain of its position on a salient issue may seem at odds with recent research that, instead, stresses the electoral benefits of positional ambiguity (Tomz and Houweling 2009;
Rovny 2012; Somer-Topcu 2015). We view our findings as consistent with this literature
because voter uncertainty regarding parties’ true positions is quite different from candidate or party ambiguity. While uncertainty is ‘a psychological state in which voters
are unsure about the policy positions of candidates’, ambiguity is instead ‘an attribute of
candidate [or party] position taking’, where parties take ‘vaguely broad positions’ (Rovny
2012; Tomz and Houweling 2009, 83). Another study that references such distinctions is
Milita, Ryan, and Simas (2014). While voters may even reward strategic ambiguity by
candidates, they may respond negatively to evasion by parties or candidates, especially
on salient issues.
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to support a party if they do not know its position on a salient issue. We, show that,
under some restrictions on the parameters, the clarity incentive is sufficiently powerful
that both parties choose to emphasise both issues in equilibrium. Nevertheless, parties
tend to emphasise more salient issues relatively more and also emphasise issues on which
they are advantaged relatively more. If one issue is much more salient than the other,
then both parties may primarily emphasise this issue in equilibrium, even if one party
has a relatively unpopular position on the issue.
The results of our model stand in contrast to most of the formal theoretical literature
on party campaigns.6 A general conclusion of this literature is that parties never campaign
on the same issue, to any degree, if they are favoured by voters on different issues. Instead,
each party campaigns entirely on its ‘owned’ issue in such cases.7 The only exception, to
our knowledge, is Denter (2017), who presents a model where campaigning on an issue
increases a candidate’s perceived competence on the issue as well as raising its salience.
In accordance with our results, he also finds conditions under which candidates campaign
on all issues and finds that both candidates are more likely to discuss an issue if it is
more salient to voters. While the mechanism studied by Denter is different from ours, his
work also bridges the theoretical and empirical literatures on party strategy by providing
an explanation for why parties may campaign on unfavourable, or non-owned, issues.
Within the empirical literature, several alternative hypotheses have been put forward
6

Recent examples of this literature include Amorós and Puy (2013), Ascencio and

Gibilisco (2015), Aragonês, Castanheira, and Giani (2015), Egorov (2015), and Dragu
and Fan (2016).
7
For instance, in the model of Aragonês, Castanheira, and Giani (2015), parties never
choose to devote time to more than one issue in their campaigns. Similarly, Dragu and
Fan (2016) find that parties never advertise the same issue. Some studies have found
parties to campaign on the same issue when parties have roughly equal abilities on both
issues (Egorov 2015), when parties share ownership of an issue (Ascencio and Gibilisco
2015), or when one party is favoured on both issues (Amorós and Puy 2013).
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to explain the tendency of parties to focus on the same issues when these are salient. It
is has been suggested that parties may not want to ignore issues of public concern that
are the subject of extensive media coverage (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1994; Aldrich
and Griffin 2003), as this may relinquish control over the framing of the issue to their
opponents or may expose them to attack on the issue (Pfau and Kenski 1990). It has
also been proposed that parties may be forced to confront unfavourable but salient issues
by their political opponents and by the media. However, these studies do not attempt
to build a complete theory of when, and why, these incentives mau outweigh a party’s
desire to focus on favourable issues in order to increase the salience of these issues.
An important exception is Minozzi (2014), who argues that disadvantaged parties will
choose to campaign on salient issues in order to improve their reputation on such issues.
In general, these studies suggest important additional incentives for parties to focus on
salient issues, which complement the clarity incentive considered in this paper.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we present evidence
from British public opinion on the European Union to show that voters were less inclined
to support parties when they did not know their position on the issue, but only after
this issue became salient. In Section 3, we formally model the implications of the ‘clarity
incentive’ for parties’ emphasis strategies. Section 4 concludes.

2
2.1

Is Evasion Costly? Some Empirical Evidence
Background

The issue of European Union membership and integration has long been a thorn in the
side of both Labour and Conservative Party elites in Britain – and one that seems unlikely
to subside even after the narrow popular vote in favour of ‘Brexit’ on 23 June 2016. For
decades, both major parties have included ‘Eurosceptics’ and ‘Europhiles’ – the former
being those in favour of weakening European integration or leaving the EU altogether,
and the latter those in favour of continuing EU membership and further integration.
6

However, in recent years, it is the Conservative Party which has been more riven by
divisions on the question of EU membership in the face of further European integration.
The 2010–15 parliament witnessed Conservative rebellions on 49 votes relating to the
EU by 103 different MPs, including one amendment calling for an ‘in-out’ referendum on
EU membership. In 2013, responding to internal party tensions and to growing support
for the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) among 2010 Conservative voters,8
Conservative Party leader David Cameron announced that should the Conservatives win
the 2015 general election he would renegotiate Britain’s relationship with the EU, and
then hold a referendum on EU membership. By promising a referendum, Cameron hoped
to defuse future rebellions by Eurosceptic MPs, as well as draw voters gravitating towards
UKIP back within the Conservative fold (Lynch 2015).
Crucially, much of the public, and most contemporary commentators, did not think it
likely that the Conservatives would win an outright majority in the next general election.
Throughout 2013, the Labour Party maintained a comfortable lead over the Conservative
Party in opinion polls. While the Labour lead narrowed in the months and days leading
up to the May 2015 general election, the electoral arithmetic was such that it was widely
assumed the next government would require some coalition arrangement involving one
of the two major parties. This meant that a referendum on Britain’s membership of the
EU seemed a distant prospect to most even on election day. Consequently, when the
Conservative Party secured a 7% lead over the Labour Party in the 2015 general election,
and obtained an outright majority of seats in parliament, it came as a shock to pollsters,
pundits, and also to David Cameron.9
8

UKIP obtained an average of 23% in wards that it contested in the 2013 local elec-

tions, and had consistently scored above 10% in public opinion polls from 2012 onwards.
One of the central components of UKIPs platform was an ‘in-out’ referendum on EU
membership.
9
On David Cameron’s response to his surprise election victory, see Urquhart and
Bajekal (2015).
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Figure 1: The Salience of the European Union in British Public Opinion
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Figure 1 shows that the fraction of the British public who considered the EU to be
the ‘most important issue’ facing the country increased substantially between May 2015
and May 2016. The timing suggests that this was very likely as a consequence of the
unexpected 2015 election results and the resulting prospect of a referendum on this issue.
In particular, whereas only 0.7% of respondents considered the EU the most important
issue facing the country right before the May 2015 general election, 1.3% did so within a
few weeks of the result. By May 2016—with a month to go until the referendum on EU
membership—the proportion of respondents considering the EU the most important issue
facing the country had grown to 9.5%.10 We observe an even more substantial increase in
10

The data shown in Figure 1 is from the British Election Study Internet Panel survey

series, waves 1 to 10 (conducted between May 2014–November 2016). To measure the
proportion who considered the EU the most important issue, we calculated the share of
individual responses in each wave to the‘most important issue’ survey question which

8

the salience of EU membership in British public opinion after the referendum, in which
the electorate narrowly voted to leave the European Union. For instance, whereas 9.6%
of respondents considered EU membership the most important issue facing the country
in June 2016, 33.6% of respondents held this view by November 2016. The fraction who
consider the EU to be the ‘most important issue’ is admittedly an imprecise measure of
the salience of the issue to voters (since it ignores, for instance, the fraction who consider
the EU to be the second most important political issue). Nevertheless, this data strongly
suggests that there was a substantial increase in the salience of this issue between May
2015 and November 2016.

2.2

Empirical Approach

We thus view the May 2015 general election result as an exogenous shock to the salience of
the European Union for the British public – which induced some increase in the salience
of the issue almost immediately and ultimately led to the ‘leave’ vote of June 2016 and
the high salience of the issue following this vote. Using data from Waves 1 to 10 of
the British Election Study Internet Panel survey series (collected between May 2014 and
November 2016), we are able to utilise this exogenous increase in the salience of the EU
to estimate the effect of voter uncertainty on vote choice. We hypothesise that voters are
less likely to vote for a party if they are uncertain about its position on an issue, and
especially if that issue is politically salient. This hypothesis suggests that British voters
should be less likely to support a party if they do not know its position on Britain’s
EU membership, especially after the increase of the salience of the issue from May 2015
onward.
As discussed in depth by Tomz and Houweling (2009), a concern for studies that seek
to estimate the effect of voter uncertainty about a candidate’s position on vote choice
is that a voter’s uncertainty is potentially endogenous. Voters may be inclined to find
out more about parties they already favour, or may tend to overestimate the precision of
mentioned the ‘European Union’, ‘Brexit’, ‘leave’, or ‘remain’.
9

positions expressed by parties they like, or to project their own views onto such parties.11
These factors could lead one to spuriously estimate an effect of uncertainty on vote choice
even if no effect is actually present. In an effort to ameliorate these concerns, we compare
the effect of uncertainty regarding a party’s position on Britain’s EU membership on an
individual’s preferences before and after the May 2015 general election result – which,
we argue, unexpectedly increased the political salience of the EU. This allows us to rely
solely on within-individual variation across waves in uncertainty, party preference and
issue salience in order to identify the relationship of interest. Crucially, if British voters
are genuinely less favorable towards parties whose position about the EU they do not
know, then this should become more apparent after May 2015, as the salience of the EU
issue increased. By contrast, if, for instance, voter uncertainty about party positions is
driven by voters making no effort to learn about parties they dislike, then we should
expect British voters to vote less for parties whose position on the EU they do not know,
but we should not expect this relationship to strengthen after May 2015.
We restrict our attention to individuals included in all relevant waves of the panel,
which leaves us with a panel of 7, 237 respondents. We also restrict our attention to the
three British parties for which data was most complete: the Labour Party, the Conservative Party and the Liberal Democratic party. For our main specification, we estimate
the following regression equation using OLS:

Yijt = Xijt Dt<GE β1 + Xijt Dt>GE β2 + αji + θjt + φjk + uij
11

Previous papers that have estimated the effect of uncertainty on vote choice include

Bartels (1986) and Berinsky and Lewis (2007). In contrast to our approach, these studies
rely on indirect measures of uncertainty based on predictive probabilities of survey nonresponse, in order to estimate the parameters of a voter utility model. Bartels (1986)
admits that this two-stage approach is unfortunately “sufficiently indirect that any attempt to derive general conclusions about the political significance of issue uncertainty
would be foolhardy (p. 726).”
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Here, Yijt is a vector containing each respondent i’s self-reported likelihood of ever voting
for Party j in wave t, and Xijt is a dummy variable measuring whether respondent i felt
able to place Party j on the issue of EU membership in wave t.12 The variable D< GE t
takes the value 1 if wave t was completed before 8 May 2015, and 0 otherwise. The reverse
applies to D> GE t . In an alternate specification, we also estimate the above regression
equation with separate dummies for each wave t, which allows us to estimate a wavespecific coefficient on the effect of uncertainty regarding a party’s EU membership position
on individual preferences. In all specifications, we include individual-party, party-wave
and party-constituency fixed effects—indexing constituencies by k—and report standard
errors clustered by individual.
The inclusion of individual-party fixed effects is important, as this eliminates possible
bias due to individuals’ propensity to take more interest in the campaigns of parties with
which they have a lasting identification. On the other hand, the inclusion of party-wave
fixed effects means that our estimates are not biased by the possibility that all respondents
were less able to place a party on the EU issue in some waves relative to others (e.g.,
over the course of the EU referendum campaign). Finally, party-constituency fixed effects
control for any constituency-specific differences in respondents’ preferences over parties.

2.3

Results and Discussion

Table 1 reports OLS coefficient estimates from several specifications of interest. In general, our estimates suggest that respondents were less likely to vote for a party if uncertain
about its position on EU membership, but this effect emerges as much stronger and more
12

The precise question asked of respondents was the following: ‘Some people feel that

Britain should do all it can to unite fully with the European Union. Other people feel
that Britain should do all it can to protect its independence from the European Union.
Where would you place yourself and the political parties on this [0–10 point] scale?’ This
question was included in waves 1–4 and waves 6–9 of the British Election Study Internet
Panel survey series.
11

Table 1: OLS Analysis of Voter Uncertainty on EU Placement Effect on Party Choice
Likelihood of Vote for Party j
(1) Full Sample

(2) Full Sample

(3) Expecting Remain

(4) Expecting Leave

EUj DK × Wave 1

−0.122
(0.078)

0.046
(0.138)

−0.208∗∗
(0.096)

EUj DK × Wave 2

−0.106
(0.102)

−0.139
(0.163)

−0.095
(0.129)

EUj DK × Wave 3

0.080
(0.091)

0.146
(0.143)

0.045
(0.116)

EUj DK × Wave 4

−0.170
(0.090)

−0.114
(0.144)

−0.200
(0.115)

EUj DK × Wave 6

−0.297∗∗∗
(0.096)

−0.221
(0.154)

−0.344∗∗∗
(0.122)

EUj DK × Wave 7

−0.163∗∗∗
(0.054)

−0.185∗∗
(0.088)

−0.151∗∗
(0.069)

EUj DK × Wave 9

−0.244∗∗∗
(0.055)

−0.272∗∗∗
(0.092)

−0.230∗∗∗
(0.068)

72,979
7,237
0.882

29,160
2,884
0.886

43,819
4,353
0.878

EUj DK × before GE

EUj DK × after GE

−0.083
(0.056)
−0.218∗∗∗
(0.044)

Pre-GE Waves

Post-GE Waves

Observations
No. of Respondents
R2

72,979
7,237
0.882

∗∗

Note:

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Note: Cell entries report OLS coefficient estimates from a fixed effects model of voter
preferences over parties in Britain. Parties included in the analysis were: the Labour
Party, the Conservative Party, and the Liberal Democratic party. All models include
individual-party, party-wave and constituency-party fixed effects. Robust standard errors
clustered by individual are given in parentheses.
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Figure 2: Voter Uncertainty on EU Placement and Party Choice in Britain
∆ in Party Preference if Respondent Cannot Place Party on EU
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Note: These figures plot coefficient estimates for the main regressor of interest from
Models 2, 3 and 4 in Table 1, respectively. We classify an individual as expecting Britain
to remain in the EU if, between 6 May 2016 and 22 June 2016 (Wave 8), they assigned
p < 0.5 to a Leave vote. Conversely, we classify an individual as expecting Britain to
leave the EU if they assigned p ≥ 0.5 to a Leave victory within the same timeframe.
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significant after the May 2015 election. We attribute this to the increased salience of the
EU after the shock Conservative victory, which made an ‘in-out’ referendum on Britain’s
membership of the EU a certainty in the near future. Model 1 estimates a single coefficient for all waves prior to the 2015 general election, and similarly for all waves after. Our
point estimates suggest that uncertainty regarding parties’ EU position may have had
some negative effect on preferences even before the 2015 election, but this is not statistically significant. However, we find that, after the 2015 election, on average, respondents
were 2.18% less likely to vote for a party if they could not identify their position on
EU membership than if they could do so, and this is estimate is significant at the 1%
level. Next, Model 2 re-estimates the main specification after allowing for a separate
coefficient on voter uncertainty for each wave. The results of this analysis reaffirm that
there was a sudden, but persistent, increase in the importance of respondents’ uncertainty
regarding party positions on EU membership for vote choice immediately after the 2015
general election. These results are consistent with the claim that voters penalise parties
if uncertain about their position on salient issues.
Models 3 and 4 re-examine the relationship between voter uncertainty and party
preference in two separate subsamples: among respondents expecting a vote for ‘Remain’
in the EU referendum, and, conversely, among respondents expecting a vote for ‘Leave’.
The results of these analyses are presented graphically in Figure 2. Respondents were
classified as belonging to the former category if they assigned p < 0.5 to a Leave vote
between 6 May 2016 and 22 June 2016, and to the latter category if they assigned p ≥ 0.5
to the same outcome within the same timeframe. We expect that respondents anticipating
a Leave vote would be more likely to consider Britain’s EU membership a salient issue
immediately following the May 2015 election result, whereas respondents anticipating a
Remain vote would be more likely to consider Britain’s EU membership a salient issue
only during the short referendum campaign and after the referendum result to leave the
EU. Consistent with this reasoning, we find that, for respondents anticipating a Remain
vote, uncertainty regarding party positions on Britain’s EU membership only became
14

a significant predictor of party preference during the short campaign and after Britain
voted for ‘Brexit’. By contrast, for respondents anticipating a Leave vote, uncertainty
regarding party positions on Britain’s EU membership became a significant predictor of
party preference immediately after the general election result.

3

Formalisation of Argument

In Section 2, we presented evidence that voters are less likely to support a party if uncertain about its position on an issue, and particularly if that issue is electorally salient. As
a consequence, we suggest that parties possess an incentive to address even unfavourable
issues in their campaigns in order to clarify their positions on these issues. In this section,
we formally explore the implications of this ‘clarity incentive’ for party strategy using a
model of electoral competition with two vote-maximising parties and two issues. We
describe party and voter behavior in turn, before discussing their joint implications for
the equilibrium party emphasis strategies.

3.1

Parties

There are two parties, indexed by j ∈ {1, 2}, which compete for votes over issues X and
Y . At the start of play, nature chooses a policy position for each party on each issue.13 At
this stage we make no assumptions about how these issue positions are chosen by nature.
The resulting issue positions for each Party j on the issues X and Y are denoted (θjX , θjY ).
We also use θ to refer to the vector (θ1X , θ1Y , θ2X , θ2Y ). We assume that θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R4 , so that
each party’s position on each issue is a real number. Each party observes the positions
of itself and its rivals.
Each party campaigns in order to maximise its vote share. Although party positions
are set by nature, each party is able to choose how far to emphasise each issue in its
13

This implies that parties’ issue positions are exogenously given, as in previous models

of endogenous issue salience (Amorós and Puy 2013; Dragu and Fan 2016).
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election campaign.14 eK
j denotes the relative emphasis of Party j on issue K in its
campaign, where j ∈ {1, 2} and K ∈ {X, Y }. We assume that parties’ choices must
Y
X
Y
satisfy eX
j ≥ 0, ej ≥ 0 and ej + ej = 1. As an example, suppose that party 2 emphasises

issue Y twice as much as issue X in its campaign. Then we would have that eX
2 =
and eY2 =

2
.
3

1
3

For each party j ∈ 1, 2, a strategy sj ∈ Sj is a function mapping the

parties’ positions to j’s emphasis on each issue. That is, sj is a function sj : Θ → [0, 1]2 .
A strategy for a party is permissible if and only if, for any θ, the emphasis choices
X
Y
X
prescribed the strategy satisfy eX
j ≥ 0, ej ≤ 1, ej = 1 − ej . We let Sj denote the set of

all possible mappings sj : Θ → [0, 1]2 that are permissible in this sense. We let s denote
a strategy profile (s1 , s2 ) and let S = S1 × S2 denote the set of all permissible strategy
profiles.
As we discuss in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, the extent to which a party emphasises each
issue has two consequences: it influences the salience of issues X and Y for voters, and
also influences the certainty with which voters observe the party’s position on each issue.

3.2

Voters

There is a continuum of voters. Each voter i has an ideal point on issue X and issue Y
given by the vector (xi , yi ) ∈ R2 . Voter ideal points are distributed according to the joint
cdf F and pdf f . That is, for any (x, y) ∈ R2 :
Z

x

Z

y

F (x, y) = Prob(xi ≤ x, yi ≤ y) ≡

f (xi , yi )∂xi ∂yi
−∞

14

−∞

The rationale for this assumption is that party platforms are considerably less flexible

than the issues on which they choose to campaign. This may be because of institutional
factors anchoring parties to particular policy positions (for instance, links with religious
organisations or trade unions), or because parties fear voters might perceive them as
“irresponsible’ if they were to change position (Downs 1957; Sio and Weber 2014).
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We use FX , FY , fX , fY to denote the cdfs and pdfs of the marginal distributions of F with
respect to X and Y . We assume that F is twice continuously differentiable with respect
to its arguments.
In addition to differing from one another in their ideal points, voters also vary on how
much they care about one issue rather than another. We assume that exogenous fraction
π X ∈ (0, 1) of voters strongly care about issue X. We refer to these as “X-focused voters”.
Likewise, fraction π Y ∈ (0, 1) of voters strongly care about issue Y . We refer to these as
Y-focused voters. In general, we assume that π X +π Y < 1. Fraction 1−π X −π Y of voters
are impressionable. Impressionable voters do not strongly care about a particular issue at
the start of campaigning. Instead, which issue these voters consider more important will
depend upon the campaign. The fractions π X , π Y are exogenous and commonly known to
parties and voters. These fractions capture that many voters might, for instance, consider
issue X to be much more important than issue Y before campaigning even begins.

3.3

Voter Information

Voters prefer to vote for parties whose policy positions are closer to their ideal points.
However, voters do not observe all parties’ positions on all issues. In particular, whether
a voter i observes parties’ positions on an issue depends on whether the voter witnesses
parties’ campaigns on the issue. This in turn depends upon two things: first, how far the
parties emphasise the issue in their campaigns and, second, whether voter i is X-focused,
Y-focused or impressionable.
Consider an issue-K-focused voter, for some K ∈ {X, Y }. Each K-focused voter
witnesses a Party j’s campaign on issue K with probability given by η(eK
j ), where η :
[0, 1] → [0, η] is a twice continuously differentiable function whose derivatives satisfy
η 0 (e) > 0 and η 00 (e) < 0 for e ∈ [0, 1). Furthermore, we assume that η(0) = 0, η(1) =
η≤
15

1
2

and η 0 (1) = 0.15 Since K-focused voters are focused on issue K, they are assumed

Therefore, the more a Party j emphasises issue K, the more each K-focused voter is

likely to witness its campaign on issue K. If Party j does not emphasise issue K at all,
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to have zero probability of witnessing parties’ campaigns on the other issue. Thus, Xfocused voters never witness party campaigns on issue Y , and Y -focused voters never
witness party campaigns on issue X. Voters are assumed to have too little time or
interest to witness more than one party’s campaign on one issue. Therefore, each issueK-focused voter witnesses exactly one party’s campaign on issue K with probability equal
K
to η(eK
1 ) + η(e2 ) and witnesses neither party’s campaign on any issue otherwise.

Impressionable voters, by contrast, do not initially care about one issue more than
another. As such, an impressionable voter i may witness a party’s campaign on either
issue. The impressionable voter i witnesses Party j’s campaign on issue K ∈ {X, Y } with
probability

η(eK
j )
.
2

Like other voters, impressionable voters witness at most one party’s

campaign on one issue. Therefore, each impressionable voter witnesses exactly one party’s
P
P
η(eK )
campaign on one issue with probability equal to K∈{X,Y } 2j=1 2j and witnesses no
party’s campaign on any issue otherwise.
Whether or not a voter witnesses a party’s campaign matters because it affects the
probability that a voter observes party positions on an issue.16 If an issue-K-focused
voter witnesses no party campaigns, then she observes both parties’ positions on issue K
with probability γ0 , and neither party’s position on issue K with probability 1 − γ0 . On
the other hand, if she witnesses some Party j’s campaign on issue K, then she observes
that party’s position on issue K with probability 1, and observes its opponent’s position
then η(eK
j ) = η(0) = 0 and so no K-focused voters witness Party j’s campaign on the
issue. If Party j talks solely about issue K in its campaign, then η(eK
j ) = η(1) = η and
so fraction η of K-focused voters witness its campaign on the issue.
16
The sharp distinctions we draw between issue X focused voters, issue Y focused voters
and impressionable voters are rather extreme compared to reality, as are the distinctions
between witnessing a party’s campaign compared to witnessing its position. In reality,
many voters are impressionable to some degree and focused on one or other issue to some
degree. However, we found the modeling framework considered here to be much more
tractable than alternatives.
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with probability γ1 . γ0 ∈ [0, 1) and γ1 ∈ [0, 1) are exogenous parameters. Furthermore,
we assume that

1+γ0
2

> γ1 ≥ γ0 , that is, witnessing one party’s campaign also (weakly)

increases the likelihood that a voter will discover the position taken by the opposing
party, but not by too much.17 An issue-K-focused voter never observes, or cares much
about, party positions on the other issue.
Impressionable voters have some probability of observing party positions on either
issue. If an impressionable voter witnesses no campaigns on either issue, then she observes
both parties’ positions on issue X with probability
on issue Y with probability

γ0
,
2

γ0
,
2

observes both parties’ positions

and observes no parties’ positions on either issue with

probability 1 − γ0 . If an impressionable voter witnesses a party’s campaign on some issue
K ∈ {X, Y }, then she observes that party’s position on that issue with probability 1,
and observes the other party’s position on that issue with probability γ1 . She does not
observe party positions on the other issue.18
We assume that a law of large numbers holds, so that, for instance, the total proportion
KF
of X-focused voters that see Party j’s campaign on issue X is equal to η(eX
j ). Let ρj

denote the proportion of all voters who are issue K-focused and who observe only Party
denote the
j’s position on issue K ∈ {X, Y } and not the other party’s position. Let ρKI
j
17

It is necessary to assume that

1+γ0
2

> γ1 because, otherwise, a party might prefer not

to campaign at all in order to avoid revealing its opponent’s positions to voters. Since
real-world parties do campaign, we consider

1+γ0
2

> γ1 to represent the more intuitive

case.
18
These assumptions can be generalised in several ways without substantially affecting
the main qualitative results we find for the model. In particular, the function η could
be different for different parties and different for X-focused,Y-focused and impressionable
voters. The values of γ1 and γ0 could also be different for these different types of voter.
Furthermore, we could allow that voters that witness no campaigns have some probability
of observing only one party’s position on an issue. For ease of exposition, we do not discuss
these generalisations here.
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proportion of all voters who are impressionable and who observe only Party j’s position
on issue K ∈ {X, Y } and not the other party’s position. Let ρKF
and ρKI
B
B denote,
respectively, the proportion of K-focused and proportion of impressionable voters that
observe both parties’ positions on issue K. Finally, let ρ0 denote the proportion of voters
that observe neither party’s position on any issue. Observe that no voter observes party
positions on more than one issue. Then, our assumptions above imply that, for each
j ∈ {1, 2} and K ∈ {X, Y }:

ρKF
=π K η(eK
j )(1 − γ1 )
j

ρKI
j

(1)

η(eK
j )(1 − γ1 )
2

=(1 − π X − π Y )

!
(2)

K
K
K
K
ρKF
B =π K γ1 (η(e1 ) + η(e2 )) + π K γ0 (1 − η(e1 ) − η(e2 ))

ρKI
B


=(1 − π X − π Y )

K
γ1 (η(eK
1 ) + η(e2 ))
2

P
+ (1 − π X − π Y ) 1 −

ρ0 =1 −

X

2
X

K∈{X,Y }

K∈{X,Y } j=1



P2

K
j=1 η(ej )

!

γ 

2

X

(ρKF
+ ρKI
j
j )−

(3)

0

2

KI
(ρKF
B + ρB )

(4)

(5)

K∈{X,Y }

For convenience, we will use ηjK to denote η(eK
j ).
We assume that whether a voter is X-focused, Y-focused or impressionable is independent of the voter’s ideal point. Furthermore, whether a voter observes a party’s campaign
or position on an issue is also independent of the voter’s ideal point. Therefore, the pro-
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portion of all voters who have ideal point xi ≤ x, and observe only Party j’s position on
issue X, is equal to (ρXF
+ ρXI
j
j )FX (x). Similarly, the proportion of voters who have ideal
point yi ≤ y, and observe both parties’ positions on issue Y , is equal to (ρYB F +ρYB I )FY (y).

3.4

Salience and Clarity Effects of Campaigns

This formal framework implies that campaigns may affect the salience of issues for voters,
which we term the ‘salience effect’ of campaigns, and campaigns may also influence the
clarity with which voters observe parties’ positions on issues salient to them, which we
term the ‘clarity effect of campaigns. In this section we show how the strength of these
effects can be quantified in our model.
Fractions π X , π Y capture how salient voters consider one issue relative to the other on
average, before election campaigning even begins. For example, if issue X is much more
salient before the start of campaigning than issue Y , then many voters will be X-focused,
and so π X will be large. We will refer to π K as the pre-campaign salience of issue K.
While issue K-focused voters care much more about issue K, impressionable voters care
much more about the issue on which they witness a party’s campaign, or the issue on
which they observe party positions. Impressionable voters who observe no party positions
are assumed to not care strongly about either issue, even after the campaign. Let πK
denote the post-campaign salience of issue K. That is, πK represents the proportion
of voters who care about issue K after voters have observed (or not observed) party
positions. Then, πK is given by:
πK = π K + ρKI
B +

2
X

ρKI
j

(6)

j=1

Here, the first right hand side term is the proportion of K-focused voters, and the other
right hand side terms are the proportion of impressionable voters that observe a party’s
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position on issue K. Combining equation (6) with equations (2) and (4), we get:

πK =π K + (1 − π X − π Y )

where

ηj¬K
2

=

η(e¬K
j )
2

=

η(1−eK
j )
2

2γ0 +

P2

¬K
K
j=1 (2 − γ0 ) ηj − γ0 ηj
4

!
(7)

denotes the chance of an issue-K-focused voter observing

Party j’s campaign on issue not-K. This equation reveals that party emphasis on an
issue in campaigns increases the salience of this issue and reduces the salience of the
other issue. If both parties increase their emphasis on issue K, then this will increase πK .
Likewise, if both parties increase their emphasis on issue not-K, then this will reduce πK .
How far parties are able to influence the post-campaign salience of issues depends on the
fraction of impressionable voters (1 − π X − π Y ). The larger (resp. smaller) this fraction
is, the more (less) sensitive πK is to parties’ campaign emphases, and more (less) πK
might differ from the pre-campaign salience π K . That is, the salience effect of campaigns
is larger when (1 − π X − π Y ) is larger.
However, in addition to affecting the salience of issues, party campaigns also affect
the fraction of voters that observe party positions, as discussed in the previous section.
Let ρ̂K
j denote the proportion of the voters who think that issue K is important after the
campaign, who also happen to observe (at least) Party j’s position on issue K. That is,
ρ̂K
j is defined as:
ρ̂K
j

KF
KI
ρKF
+ ρKI
j
j + ρB + ρB
=
πK

(8)

In the online appendix, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 1. If eK
j < 1, then

∂ ρ̂K
j
∂eK
j

> 0. In general,

∂ ρ̂K
j
∂eK
j

≤

η 0 (eK
j )(1−γ0 )
.
π

Proof. See Online Appendix A.
Proposition 1 shows that there is a clarity effect of party campaigns, in addition to
the salience effect of campaigns. That is, party campaigns increase the fraction of voters
that observe a party’s position on an issue – they increase voters’ ‘clarity’ about party
positions. Proposition 1 shows that, in general, this clarity effect tends to become small as
22

γ becomes closer to 1, and ultimately disappears when γ0 approaches 1. This is because,
if γ0 is close to 1, then almost all voters observe a party’s position on the issue they care
about, regardless of whether or not they witness a campaign, and so parties’ campaign
emphases have little effect on the fraction of voters that observe their campaigns.19

3.5

Vote Choice

Voters gain utility from voting for parties whose positions are close to their ideal points.
As noted above, each voter observes parties’ positions on at most one issue. We assume
that a voter who observes parties’ positions on neither issue has no basis for judging which
party is closer to the voter’s ideal point, and so votes for each party with probability one
half. A voter who observes one or more party positions on an issue K makes their vote
choice based on this issue alone, since they cannot judge which party is closer to their
ideal point on the other issue, and in any case they do not care as much about the other
issue, as explained in Section 3.4.
Suppose that a voter i observes one or more party positions on issue X (only). Then
voter i’s utility from voting for a Party j is given by U (|xi − θjX |) where U : R+ → R is a
strictly decreasing function. Similarly, if voter i observes one or more positions on issue
Y , then i’s utility for voting for Party j is given by U (|yi − θjY |).
If a voter observes both parties’ positions on an issue K, then the voter votes for
the party whose position gives the voter the highest utility. Let ψjK ∈ [0, 1] denote the
proportion of voters who observe both parties’ positions on issue K, who choose to vote
for Party j. Then, ψjX and ψjY are given by:
19

The fraction of voters that observe a party’s position depends on γ1 also, but we

require that γ1 ≥ γ0 , so the fraction observing party positions must be close to 1 when
γ0 is close to 1.
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ψjX

Z

−∞
X
|)}fX (xi ) ∂xi
1{U (|xi − θjX |) > U (|xi − θ¬j

=
Z∞−∞
≡

X
|}fX (xi ) ∂xi
1{|xi − θjX | < |xi − θ¬j

(9)

∞

ψjY

Z

−∞
Y
|)}fY (yi ) ∂yi
1{U (|yi − θjY |) > U (|yi − θ¬j

=
Z∞−∞
≡

Y
|}fY (yi ) ∂yi
1{|yi − θjY | < |yi − θ¬j

(10)

∞

where 1{·} denotes the indicator function.20
It remains to determine the behavior of voters who observe only one party’s position
on an issue. Our baseline assumption is that voters are ambiguity averse in the sense of
Epstein (1999) and do not have any knowledge of parties’ positions unless they observe
them in the campaign.21 In particular, if a voter does not observe a party’s position on
the issue that the voter cares about, then the voter ‘fears the worst’: that the party could
be extremely distant from the voter in policy terms. Therefore, if a voter observes Party
j’s position on an issue K, but not party not-j’s position on the issue, then the voter
will care about issue K and will vote for Party j, fearing the worst about party not-j’s
position. That is, a voter always chooses to vote for ‘the devil they know’ rather than
for a party whose position is unknown on the issue that the voter considers important.
In Online Appendix H, we also present results for the model when the assumption
that voters are ambiguity averse is replaced with the alternative assumption that voters
20

Since we assume that the cdf F is continuous, we can define ψjX and ψjY without

considering the vote choice of voters whose ideal points are equidistant between the two
parties, since the measure of these voters is zero.
21
Implicitly, this also requires that voters do not observe parties’ emphases on each
issue, since the voter who knew these might be able to infer a party’s position from its
emphasis choices.
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are expected utility maximisers. That is, they vote for the party that maximises their
expected utility, based on their posterior beliefs about party’s positions, which are assumed to be Bayesian rational. The case of ambiguity averse voters is considerably more
tractable than the case where voters are expected utility maximising. As such, we are
only able to obtain numerical solutions in the latter case. Nevertheless, our numerical results presented in Online Appendix H indicate that equilibrium party emphasis decisions
are virtually identical across the two cases for the parameter values we consider, except
when party positions are relatively extreme.
Recall that a strategy sj is a function mapping the parties’ positions to j’s emphasis
on each issue. Let Vj (θ, s) denote the total vote share of party j ∈ {1, 2}, given that
parties hold positions given by θ and given the parties’ strategies s. Focusing here on the
case of ambiguity averse voters, our assumptions above imply that Vj (θ, s) is given by:

Vj (θ, s) =

ρ0
+
2

X

K
KI K
KF
(ρKF
+ ρKI
B ψj + ρB ψj + ρj
j )

(11)

K∈{X,Y }

KF
KI
are given by equations (1)-(5) and ψjK is given by equaand ρKI
where ρ0 , ρKF
j
B , ρB , ρj

tions (9) and (10), and where each party’s issue emphases eK
j are understood to depend
on s and θ.

3.6

Equilibrium Party Strategies

Focusing on the case of ambiguity averse voters, we define an equilibrium in this model as
a strategy profile s ∈ S such that each party’s strategy maximises its vote share for any
θ given the other party’s strategy. That is, (s1 , s2 ) constitutes an equilibrium if for each
θ ∈ Θ, and for each j ∈ {1, 2}, there is no s̃j ∈ Sj satisfying V (θ, s̃j , s¬j ) > V (θ, sj , s¬j ).22
22

Given the vote share function (11) and policy position of each party, this corresponds

to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in pure strategies between the two parties – each
party maximises its vote share given the other party’s strategy for each θ chosen by nature.
At the same time, the behaviour of voters cannot be viewed as part of a subgame perfect
25

We solve for Party j’s equilibrium strategy by fixing θ and solving for Party j’s vote
Y
X
Y
maximising emphasis choices eX
j , ej given θ and given e¬j , e¬j . This optimisation problem

can be solved by forming the Lagrangian:

X
Y
X
Lj = Vj + λj eX
j + µj (1 − ej ) + νj (1 − ej − ej )

X
where λj , µj and νj are Lagrange multipliers on the constraints eX
j ≥ 0, ej ≤ 1 and
Y
eX
j + ej = 1.
Y
Vj is continuously differentiable in the choice variables (eX
L , eL ). The constraints are

all linear and so the constraint qualification is satisfied, which implies that the KuhnTucker first order conditions are necessary for an optimum. The first order conditions for
Party j can be rearranged to give
∂Vj
∂Vj
− Y + λj − µj = 0
X
∂ej
∂ej

(12)

X
where λj ≥ 0, µj ≥ 0 and λj eX
j = 0 and µj (1 − ej ) = 0.

Substituting equations (1)-(5) into equation (11), and differentiating, we obtain the
derivatives of Vj with respect to Party j’s issue emphasis on issue K ∈ {X, Y }:


η 0 (eK
∂Vj
j )
=
(1 + π K − π ¬K ) 1 − γ0 − 2(1 − ψjK )(γ1 − γ0 )
K
4
∂ej

K
¬K
+ γ0 (ψj − ψj ) (1 − π K − π ¬K )

(13)

where π ¬K denotes the pre-campaign salience of the other issue, issue not-K. Likewise
ψj¬K denotes Party j’s vote share among voters who observe both party positions on issue
not-K.
It is immediate from equation (13) that, for each j = 1, 2,

∂ 2 Vj
K
∂eK
1 ∂e2

= 0. In combination

with the first order condition (12), this implies that the optimal emphasis strategy of Party
Nash equilibrium, since voters are ambiguity averse and so are not acting to maximise
expected utility.
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1, does not depend on Party 2’s emphasis strategy. Likewise Party 2’s optimal emphasis
strategy does not depend on Party 1’s strategy. This makes it relatively straightforward
to characterise the equilibrium using the first order condition (12) for each party. We
have the following two results, for which detailed proofs are given in the online appendix:
Lemma 1. Consider any K ∈ {X, Y }, π X ∈ (0, 1), π Y ∈ (0, 1 − π X ), γ0 ∈ [0, 1), γ1 ∈
0
[γ0 , 1+γ
), ψjX ∈ [0, 1], ψjY ∈ [0, 1]. Let
2



q = max 0; (1 + π K − π ¬K ) 1 − γ0 − 2(1 − ψjK )(γ1 − γ0 )

K
¬K
+ γ0 (ψj − ψj ) (1 − π K − π ¬K )
K

(14)

Then q K + q ¬K > 0 and there exists a unique solution e? ∈ [0, 1] to the equation:

q K η 0 (e? ) − q ¬K η 0 (1 − e? ) = 0

(15)

Proof. See Online Appendix B.
Proposition 2. There exists a unique equilibrium of the model for all parameter values.
In the equilibrium, Party j’s emphasis on issue K ∈ {X, Y }, for each θ ∈ Θ, is given by
X
Y
K
¬K
e?K
depend on θ, and where
j (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψj , ψj ), where ψj , ψj
X
Y
?
e?K
j (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψj , ψj ) denotes the solution e to equation (15), given π X , π Y ,

γ0 , γ1 , ψjX , ψjY .
Proof. See Online Appendix C.
Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 together provide a complete characterisation of the equilibrium of the model.

3.7

Properties of the Equilibrium

Using Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, we now show that that the model has a number of
novel implications for party emphasis strategies, which stand in contrast to the results
27

of much of the formal literature.23 First, we establish conditions under which the clarity
incentive is sufficiently strong for both parties to emphasise both issues in equilibrium.
Conversely, we show that when the clarity incentive is sufficiently weak, both parties
will ‘talk past each other’ and exclusively emphasise different issues, in accordance with
much of the previous formal literature. Next, we derive comparative statics for how
the model equilibrium depends upon the values of the parameters. We show that both
parties tend to emphasise an issue K more if the number of K-focused voters increases
and the number of voters focused on the other issue decreases – in other words, if the
initial relative salience of issue K is higher. At the same time, we show a party tends
to emphasise an issue relatively more when its position on the issue is relatively more
popular. Finally, we show that, if the fraction of issue-K-focused voters is sufficiently
close to one, both parties may choose to primarily emphasise issue K in their campaigns
regardless of how popular their positions are on the issue. Together, these properties of
the model equilibrium can account for the empirical literature’s findings on party strategy
discussed on page 2: while parties do tend to campaign disproportionately on issues that
favour them, they may often find themselves campaigning on the same issues, particularly
when these issues are highly salient.
We now derive these formal properties of the equilibrium in turn. First, we to derive
conditions under which the clarity incentive is sufficiently strong for both parties to
emphasise both issues in equilibrium. Inspecting Lemma 1, it is apparent that if, for
some θ and some Party j, it is the case that q X > 0 and q Y > 0 in equation (14),
then, since η 0 (1) = 0, the solution to equation (15) must involve e? ∈ (0, 1). In that
case, Proposition 2 implies that Party j will emphasise both issues in equilibrium if party
positions are given by θ. By similar reasoning, if, either q X = 0 or q Y = 0 in equation (14),
then the solution to equation (15) must involve e? ∈ {0, 1}, and Party j will emphasise
23

That is, in contrast to the results of, for instance, Austen-Smith (1993), Simon (2002),

Amorós and Puy (2013), Ascencio and Gibilisco (2015), Aragonês, Castanheira, and Giani
(2015), Egorov (2015), and Dragu and Fan (2016).
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only one issue in equilibrium if party positions are given by θ.
Therefore, to infer whether or not parties emphasise one or both issues in equilibrium,
it is necessary only to consider the circumstances under which q X > 0 and q Y > 0. After
some manipulation of equation (14), we have the following result:
Proposition 3. Consider any j ∈ {1, 2}, K ∈ {X, Y } and a vector (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψjX , ψjY ).
X
Y
K
¬K
then e?K
then there
j (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψj , ψj ) ∈ (0, 1). If ψj > ψj

1
Y
X
, 1 such that e?K
j (π X , π Y , γ˜0 , γ˜1 , ψj , ψj ) = 1 , for all γ˜1 , γ˜0 satisfying
2

If γ0 ≤ γ1 <
exists γ ? ∈

1
2

1 ≥ γ˜1 ≥ γ˜0 ≥ γ ? .
Proof. See Appendix D.
Proposition 3 establishes that, provided γ0 and γ1 are both less than one half, both
parties will choose to emphasise both issues to some degree in equilibrium, since each
eK
j ∈ (0, 1) in equilibrium. This is true even if, for instance, Party 1’s position on issue X
is more popular than Party 2’s (i.e. ψ1X > 12 ) and Party 2’s position on issue Y is more
popular than Party 1’s. This contrasts with the results of models in the literature, which
do not predict that both parties emphasise both issues when they are advantaged on
different issues.24 The reason that both parties emphasise both issues in our model when
γ0 and γ1 are not too high is the clarity effect of campaigns. When γ0 and γ1 are low, a
voter that witnesses a party’s campaign is substantially more likely to observe that party’s
position than a voter that does not witness the party’s campaign. This means that if a
party increases its emphasis on an issue, the fraction of voters that observe its position on
the issue also increases. Since voters are ambiguity averse, voters are more likely to vote
for a party if they observe its position on an issue, regardless of what that position is.
Therefore, even if a party’s position is relatively unpopular on an issue, it may still gain
votes by increasing emphasis on that issue, because this increases the probability that
voters will observe its position on the issue. Furthermore, since the η function is strictly
24

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first model in the literature that predicts

that both parties may emphasise both issues when they are advantaged on different issues.
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concave and η 0 (1) = 0, emphasising an issue beyond a certain point hardly increases the
fraction of voters that observe a party’s position on an issue, and so the marginal gain to
a party from emphasising an issue a very large amount is relatively low. The consequence
of this is that parties will tend to prefer to emphasise both issues to some degree, rather
than just exclusively emphasising one issue. Therefore, for sufficiently low γ0 , γ1 , we find
that both parties emphasise both issues.
On the other hand, Proposition 3 also shows that, when γ0 and γ1 are sufficiently high,
¬K
K
Party j chooses eK
j = 1 when ψj > ψj . That is, for sufficiently high values of γ0 and γ1

the equilibrium involves Party 1 emphasising one issue and Party 2 emphasising the other
issue, except in the knife-edge case where a party’s position is equally popular on both
issues. This is similar to other results in the literature. This result arises because high
values of γ0 and γ1 make the clarity effect of campaigns very weak as shown in Proposition
1. High values of γ0 imply that voters will observe a party’s position regardless of whether
or not they witness its campaign, while high values of γ1 entail that a party’s campaign
reveals as much about the opposing parties’ position as it reveals about the party’s own
position. Therefore, high values of γ0 and γ1 imply that parties gain few votes from the
clarity effect of campaigns and so the predominant effect of campaigns on vote share is
the salience effect. As with previous models in the literature, the salience effect tends to
lead parties to ‘talk past each other’ – that is, parties campaign exclusively on the issue
on which their position is relatively more popular with voters.
We now show how parties emphasis strategies change in the model when the model
parameter values and party positions change. Substituting equation (14) into (15) in
Lemma 1 and applying the implicit function theorem reveals the following comparative
statics:
Proposition 4. Consider any j ∈ {1, 2}, K ∈ {X, Y } and a vector (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψjX , ψjY ).
X
Y
?K
Let e?K
≡ e?K
∈ (0, 1). Then eK
j
j (π X , π Y , γ0 , γ1 , ψj , ψj ) and suppose that ej
j satisfies
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the following comparative statics:
∂e?K
j
>0
∂ψjK



∂e?K
j
∂π X

∂e?K
∂e?K
j
j
−
≥0
∂π K
∂π ¬K


∂e?K
j
K
¬K
+
ψj − ψj
≤0
∂π Y

(16)
(17)
(18)

Proof. See Online Appendix E.
The three comparative statics contained in Proposition 4 are intuitive. The first
j
result (16) arises because, when ψK
is higher, Party j’s position on issue K is relatively

more popular. This encourages Party j to increase its emphasis on issue K for two
reasons: first, in order to reveal its more popular position to voters, and second, to
increase the proportion of impressionable voters who care about issue K. The second
result (17) states that when the pre-campaign salience of issue K is higher compared to
the other issue—and so π K is higher and π ¬K lower—parties emphasise issue K more.
This is because when voters primarily care about issue K, parties can gain more votes
by revealing their positions on issue K than on the other issue. Consequently, parties
increase their emphasis on issue K. Finally, (18) arises because, if π X and π Y both
increase a similar amount, this represents a decrease in the number of impressionable
voters. This means that parties have less ability to influence the salience of issues. This
reduces the strength of the salience effect of party campaigns relative to the clarity effect.
This in turn reduces each party’s incentive to emphasise the issue on which its position
is relatively more popular, because it is the salience effect of campaigns that provides the
strongest motivation to emphasise such issues. Therefore, if ψjK > ψj¬K , and so Party j’s
position on issue K is relatively more popular, it follows that Party j’s emphasis on issue
K falls when π X and π Y both increase a similar amount, which implies (18).
Finally, we show that if the initial salience of an issue K is sufficiently high, both
parties may choose to primarily campaign on this issue regardless of the positions they
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hold on the issue. Thus, the equilibrium may involve both parties talking mainly about
the same issue if it is highly salient.
Proposition 5. Fix γ0 ∈ [0, 12 ) and γ1 ∈ [0, 21 ). Then, for any z ∈ (0, 1), there exists a
π ? ∈ (0, 1) such that, for any K ∈ {X, Y }, if π K > π ? then in equilibrium both parties j
will choose eK
j > z for all θ ∈ Θ.
Proof. See Online Appendix F.
Propositions 3–5 demonstrate some of the qualitative properties of the equilibrium. In
Online Appendix G, we provide a quantitative illustration of the equilibrium by presenting
numerical results for the model for various parameter values. Online Appendix H provides
additional numerical results for the case when voters maximise expected utility, instead
of being ambiguity averse.

4

Conclusion

Why do parties devote any time to unfavourable issues during their campaigns? Existing
research on issue selection by parties has established that parties spend much of their
campaigns focusing on the same issues as each other, and has also struggled to explain
why, if a party is able to influence the salience of a preferred issue for voters, it will spend
any time on an issue on which its position is unpopular with the majority of voters.
We suggest that one reason parties may choose to engage with voters on such issues is
because doing so reduces voter uncertainty about the party’s position on the issue. This
provides a ‘clarity incentive’ for parties to campaign on the issues that voters care about
– since voters may be disinclined to vote for a party if they do not know its opinion on the
issues that matter. This clarity incentive is distinct from the tendency—already noted
in the literature—for parties to emphasise issues on which they are favoured, in order to
increase the importance of these issues in the minds of voters.
We show evidence from the United Kingdom (UK) to suggest that parties genuinely
do benefit electorally if voters know their policy positions on the issues that matter. In
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2014, few if any commentators anticipated that the UK would imminently leave the EU.
A surprise victory for the Conservative Party in May 2015 led to an ‘in-out’ referendum
in June 2016, in which the UK narrowly voted to leave the EU. Rapidly, the UK’s
relationship with the EU rose to become one of the most important issues for the British
electorate. Leveraging a panel of British voters over the 2014–2016 period, we show that
a voter considered themselves less likely to vote for a party if the voter did not know the
party’s position on the EU after May 2015, but that this was not case before May 2015.
Furthermore, for those voters that, even after May 2015, expected the UK to remain in
the EU, their uncertainty regarding a party’s position on the issue did not affect their
reported likelihood of voting for that party until after the UK voted to leave in June
2016. We interpret this as evidence that voters are less likely to vote for a party if the
voter is unsure of the party’s position on an issue of importance.
Motivated by this evidence, we develop a formal model in which the tendency of voters
to avoid parties if they do not know their positions encourages parties to emphasise the
issues that are salient to voters in their campaigns. In our model, we establish the
conditions under which this ‘clarity incentive’ leads parties to place some emphasis on
every issue in campaigns, and also to particularly emphasise issues that are salient to
voters. At the same time, a party chooses to emphasise an issue relatively more if its
position on this issue is relatively more popular, in order to increase the salience of this
issue to voters. Our findings contrast with much of the formal theoretic literature, which
finds that parties should never campaign on issues unfavourable to them. The ‘clarity
incentive’ in our model therefore provides an explanation hitherto missing from the formal
literature for why a party might emphasise an unfavourable issue, and also why multiple
parties may campaign on the same issues when these issues are particularly salient to
voters.
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